
TOP TIP

LANGUAGE TOOLKIT

CHINESE

Choose a Dialect: Mandarin is
the most widely spoken
dialect which can be a good
starting point. Other dialects
include Cantonese, Hokkien,
Hakka etc.

There are two Chinese writing systems: Simplified and
Traditional. While many of the characters are the
same, it is effective to learn one of them first to avoid
confusion. 

Decide which you would prefer to learn first with
resources such as this webpage and this blogpost.

CHARACTERS

Here is a map of the
language distribution of
China. Please note that
although there are many
dialects in China, the
official language is
Mandarin. People in most
areas can communicate in
Mandarin.

Source: Wikipedia/Wyunhe

Source: lindamandarin.com.sg

https://ltl-school.com/simplified-or-traditional-chinese/
https://www.pandanese.com/blog/traditional-vs-simplified-chinese


Start with the basics. 
Pinyin is the Romanisation

system for transcribing
Mandarin sounds 

into the Latin alphabet.
Here is a guide to Pinyin and

here is a Pinyin chart 
with audio.

Source: Wikipedia/下载之家

LEARN PINYIN!

https://www.fluentu.com/blog/chinese/learn-pinyin/
https://chinese.yabla.com/chinese-pinyin-chart.php


Source: tl-chengdu.com

LEARN TONES!

Master the tones with Youtube videos
such as this one and this one.
When watching Chinese TV or movies
or listening to podcasts, practice
mimicking native speakers. Learn
more about this technique here.

It may be useful to speak slowly and
really exaggerate the tones and later
work on speeding up your speech.

It is important to learn how to pronounce tones correctly as they
can change the meaning of words.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sb7b2ELdtj4&ab_channel=EverydayChinese
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n_Cj3aOSI1w&ab_channel=GraceMandarinChinese
https://podcasters.spotify.com/pod/show/hackingchinese/episodes/162---Improving-your-Chinese-pronunciation-by-mimicking-native-speakers-e297hqv


This webpage provides a
useful guide to learning
radicals.
The app Drops has many
lessons on recognising
radicals and learning their
stroke order (meaning the
order in which you write the
character).

Radicals are a rough equivalent
of a Chinese alphabet. They are
used to index the characters for
Chinese dictionaries. They are also
the building blocks of Chinese
characters and often reflect some
common semantics or phonetic
characteristics. Knowing common
radicals can help you learn new
Chinese characters.

Learn RADICALS!

READING

Mandarin Bean: simple texts with
both pinyin and simplified Chinese
Chinese Reading Practice: short
stories and fables in pinyin and
simplified chinese, with English
translations and useful
vocabulary lists alongside.

Once you learn pinyin, you can start
working on recognising characters
with these reading resources:

https://www.fluentu.com/blog/chinese/chinese-radicals/
https://mandarinbean.com/category/beginner/
http://chinesereadingpractice.com/category/beginner/


APPS
Duolingo offers a beginner-level Chinese course for
free based on your purpose where you can have
access to learn basic words daily to achieve the
goals set up.
Pleco is a Chinese language reference and learning
app that is mainly designed for looking up unknown
words by interactive technologies.
HelloChinese is a game-based Chinese learning app
with a bite-sized curriculum from all aspects:
Reading, Writing, Speaking, Vocabulary, and
Grammar.
Drops is an app that teaches you new vocabulary,
how to recognise many foundational Chinese words
and learn stroke order
ChineseSkill - an app that is a lot like Duolingo but
is specifically for learning Chinese. Is particularly
useful for learning characters once you recognise
pinyin.

YOUTUBE

ChineseFor.Us 
Grace Mandarin Chinese 
Slow & Clear Chinese 
Comprehensible Chinese  
Mandarin Click - stories told in
slow chinese

Youtube videos can be a great source
for beginners. Here are some learner-
specific channels we recommend:

MUSIC

Jay Chou 周杰倫
Faye Wong
JJ Lin
Dino Lee
Eric Chou
FTBOYS

Listening to music in Chinese
can be a great way to become
familiar with how the language
sounds. Here are some artists
to check out:

Click here to check out a Spotify
playlist too

https://www.youtube.com/@ChineseForUsOfficial
https://www.youtube.com/@ChineseForUsOfficial
https://www.youtube.com/@GraceMandarinChinese/videos
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCdwdSGQsSbcapDmODtOr58g
https://www.youtube.com/c/BumpyChinese%E5%87%B9%E5%87%B8%E4%B8%AD%E6%96%87
https://www.youtube.com/c/MandarinClick
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/1XImfqdPF5R8mIPzAG2x8U?si=b55ab078f9174169&nd=1


Eat Drink Man Woman (1994)
Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon
(2000)
You Are the Apple of My Eye
(2011)
Our Times (2015)
The Wandering Earth (2019)
The Farewell (2019)

FILMS
Familiarise yourself with Chinese
culture by watching movies. Use the
Chrome web extension Netflix Dual
subtitle for learning languages for
watching Chinese-language movies
on Netflix with English and
Mandarin subtitles. 

Here are some movies we
recommend:

Water margin 《⽔浒传》
Dream of the red chamber 《红楼
梦》

Journey to the west 《西游记》
Romance of the three kingdoms
《三国演义》

Chinese classical literature 
is an important part of Chinese

culture. As you advance as a learner,
check out these texts:

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/netflix-dual-subtitle-for/oejbkdefifpkcldpkdfkhigapiifmjcl
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/netflix-dual-subtitle-for/oejbkdefifpkcldpkdfkhigapiifmjcl


CONTEMPORARY MEDIA & CULTURE

Social Media

Other Tips & Tricks

⼩红书 (Xiaohongshu): Instagram/E-
commerce platform
微博 (Weibo): Twitter-like platform
知乎 (Zhihu): Reddit/Quora-like 
bilibili: Youtube equivalent

To truly immerse yourself in
contemporary Chinese media, trends,
and memes, try your hand at various
different platforms such as: 

墨⾹铜臭 (Grandmaster of Demonic Cultivation): A
famous fantasy novel series also available in
hardcopy, 动画 & C-Drama forms!
⾹蜜沉沉烬如霜 (Heavy Sweetness Ash-Like Frost):
Fantasy-romance. Also a C-drama adaptation!

From Web Novels to 动画 (Chinese Animation) to C-
Drama’s, the modern Chinese media landscape offers
langauge learners lots of options to learn whilst
having fun. Here are some more of our
recommendations:

WEB NOVELS

时光代理⼈/Link Click: Science-Fiction/Mystery
Series
天官赐福 (Heaven Official’s Blessing): Fantasy (仙
俠) Series.
万圣街/All Saints Street: Slice of life-
Contemporary fantasy series

三⽣三世⼗⾥桃花/Eternal Love: fantasy/romance
series
夏⾄未⾄/Rush to the Dead Summer: Coming of
Age/romance

ANIMATION

C-DRAMAS

1. Learning your 汉字 (Characters)

Whenever you come across characters you’re
unfamiliar use an online dictionary/software like
Pleco to draw out the characters on your phone
to find out their meaning & pronunciation!

It also helps to keep a little stack of physical or
digital flashcards you can carry around to help
the memorisation process. On desktop, try out
spaced repetition programmes like Anki!

2. Chinese Grammar

Chinese grammar may seem a little
daunting at first with its use of
particles, or counting words. 

The Chinese Grammar Wiki provides
a comprehensive online grammar
guide with examples and structured
by level to help guide you along.

https://www.xiaohongshu.com/explore
https://m.weibo.cn/
https://www.zhihu.com/explore
https://www.zhihu.com/explore
https://www.bilibili.com/
https://www.pleco.com/
https://apps.ankiweb.net/
https://resources.allsetlearning.com/chinese/grammar/Main_Page
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